Annex 2
Street Cleansing Pilot
Date
Ward
27/07/2016 Acomb

Issue / suggestion
Boroughbridge Road is not
highlighted on the mechanical
cleaning map, why?

27/07/2016 Acomb

Cleaning gulleys, how much would
that cost?

27/07/2016 Acomb

Is the gulleys cleaning separate to
the mechanical street cleansing
schedule?

17/07/2016 Dringhouses Are we to take it that every 28 days
and
these roads are currently
Woodthorpe mechanical swept? seems more
frequent that I would have though. comment from Cllr A. Mason
13/07/2016 Dringhouses What does the manual cleaning
and
involve?
Woodthorpe
13/07/2016 Dringhouses Why does Tadcaster Road and
and
Moor Lane not appear on the
Woodthorpe schedule
13/07/2016 Dringhouses The ward may want to consider
and
using some of their revenue budget
Woodthorpe to pay for additional cleansing. What
is the price list for mechanical and
manual street cleansing?
06/07/2016 Heworth
Without

How much would it cost to increase
mechanical cleansing frequency
from quarterly to monthly? - Algarth
Road, Ashley Park Road, Galtres
Avenue, Whitby Avenue, Stray
Road, Elmpark Way, Woodlands
Grove, Elmlands Grove, Westlands
Grove and all off shoots.
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06/07/2016 Heworth
Without

Monthly manual cleansing on
Elmpark Way, Woodland Grove,
Elmlands Grove, Westlands Grove
and all off shoots - is there a higher
need there comparing to other
streets that have a quarterly
frequency?

06/07/2016 Heworth
Without

What is the rationale behind
particular streets having quarterly,
monthly or weekly manual
cleansing?I.e. Elmfield Terrace, part
of Elmpark View, bottom end of
Springfield Close have a weekly
frequency - is there a higher need
there?

05/10/2016 Westfield

Looking at the maps for Westfield, it
looks like there is a different manual
frequency colour for some streets
such the top of Huntsman’s Walk
which is not shown in the key (sort
of orange rather than yellow). This
may just be a print defect.
Is the weekly manual sweep on
most roads the guy who litter picks
following the refuse collection
vehicle? If so the supporting text on
the web site should make this clear
(or people will expect to see lengthsmen again).
The footpath link from Kingsway
West to little Green Lane is shown
as “private”. The footpath was
actually bitmaced by the Council
some years ago and has always
been cleansed by the Council. This
is a litter blackspot area.
Ditto the paths across Chesney’s
Field and The Green (other problem
areas). From a residents
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perspective, they are Council owned
and maintained areas although
internally they may be on the books
of the Leisure or Housing
departments. They couldn’t be
described as “private” in any
meaningful way.
It isn’t clear whether these maps
include Housing Department owned
land. Not sure anyone routinely
sweeps the garage areas for
example? They are certainly a mess
(little Green Lane, Dijon Ave.,
Marston Ave)
Lack of a daily manual clean at the
Foxwood (and maybe Chapelfields)
shops are issues that I can see?
It would be useful from a residents
viewpoint if the web page could
include photos of the “mechanical
sweepers” that the Council uses
(there are several types as you
know)

